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Propaganda began to become an important pillar of power starting with dictatorial regimes of the twentieth
century. The intrusion of propaganda into the system of government transform the regime itself, but also, the
way we can study this kind of regime. The complexity, flexibility and adaptability of this phenomenon make
the historiographical dimension extremely rich in interpretations.
In my analysis of propaganda in Romania of the 60's, I started from the premise that within this unitary and
monolithic image and with the effort to create a coherent system, propaganda did not only mean
manipulation, but it fulfilled several functions such as: information, education, communication. Also the voice
of propaganda was not emitted by a single issuer, but there was a multiplication and a transformation of it
throughout, until the message became deformed. Therefore, in my presentation I will try to highlight what
were the transformations of the ideological message and what was its impact on the population.
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